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Digital technologies are 
not inherently good or 

bad; they are powerful.





* Borrowed from Lee Rainie, Pew Internet and American Life, “The Rise of the Networked Individual







53 
a week is the amount of time tweens and teens 
spend with media outside of school work. 
(Common Sense Media, 2015) 



45%
of teens report that they are online  
“almost constantly.”  
(Pew Internet and American Life, 2018) 



37%
of 2-4 year olds have TVs in their bedrooms. 
(Common Sense Media, 2013) 



1/4
of children go online daily at age 3. 
(Joan Ganz Cooney Center, 2015) 







What is the 
impact? 





How do we 
respond?
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It’s Complicated
How are you using it? 

How do you feel about it? 

How much and when do you use it? 





What do you use this app for? 

How do you participate? What do you consume? 

How does it make you feel? 

How would people describe you on this app? 

How would you feel if this space went away? 

When and how often do you use it?





Source: Berkeley’s Digital Youth Project



- Van Hoorne, J. et. al., 2016



vs.



Bessiere K, et al. (2010) , Kross, E (2013) 







Lemola et. al, 2015; Gentile et al., 2017



Key Questions

Does Internet cause depression and anxiety? 

Do youth experiencing depression and anxiety 
spend more time online? 

Probably both. 





- Whilehill, J.M., 2013 

How to respond to online displays of 
depression?



“I saw your post and wanted to check in 
with you. Is everything okay?” 

“Hamza mentioned that you posted some 
pretty intense stuff on Instagram. I 
wanted to check in with you about it.”



So what do we need  
to thrive?



CONNECTION



- Clifford Nass, 2013



Gaming 
]

Carras et.al., 2017



Playing games to escape  
your real life  

vs.  
playing games to make  

your real life better.
- Dr. Jane McGonigal, Author of “Super Better”



-Photo credit: Erick Pickersgill



BOUNDARIES



Przybylski & Weinstein, 2017

Digital  
Goldilocks 
Hypothesis



Przybylski & Weinstein, 2017

Digital  
Goldilocks 
Hypothesis

Too  
Much 

Too  
Little 

Just 
Right 





Reactive vs.  
Focused Attention



- Becker, 2012



The  
Seeking 

Brain





“There are a thousand people on the 
other side of the screen whose job is 
to break down the self-regulation you 

have.” 

- Tristan Harris, Design Ethicist





Singletasking

15-20 minute focused sessions followed by brain 
break.  

If phones aren’t part of task - off and away. 

Reduce alluring cues like “ping!” “buzz!” 

Use history and monitoring tools.



How much is too much?





Where do 
boundaries count 

most?





“Proximity is 
destiny.”
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